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Required Resources


Text


Fieser, J. (2015). Introduction to business ethics [Electronic version]. Retrieved from https://content.ashford.edu/
Chapter 5: Discrimination in the Workplace
Chapter 6: Employees


Ashford Course Materials


Hardy, J, Foster, C., & Zúñiga y Postigo, G. (2015). Section 9.1: The Argumentative Essay. In With good reason: A guide to
critical thinking. Retrieved from https://content.ashford.edu/


Section 9.1: The Argumentative Essay is a section of Chapter 9 of the introductory course in logic textbook that
is employed in the PHI103 Informal Logic course offered at Ashford University. The link for this source will take
you to a PDF format of this chapter. Section 9.1 introduces the thesis and premises in an argumentative essay,
which are elements that students in this course must employ in both assignments in this course.


Hardy, J, Foster, C., & Zúñiga y Postigo, G. (2015). Section 9.2: Strengthening the Argumentative Essay. In With good
reason: A guide to critical thinking. Retrieved from https://content.ashford.edu/


Section 9.2: Strengthening the Argumentative Essay is a section of Chapter 9 of the introductory course in
logic textbook that is employed in the PHI103 Informal Logic course offered at Ashford University. The link for
this source will take you to a PDF format of this chapter. For the purposes of the work for this week, it will be
necessary to read only thesubsection called Clarification and Support. This subsection explains the kind of
support needed in an argumentative essay for the claims offered in its premises, which students in this course
must know in order to apply in discussions and both assignments.


Hardy, J, Foster, C., & Zúñiga y Postigo, G. (2015). Section 9.4: Confronting Disagreement. In With good reason: A guide
to critical thinking. Retrieved from https://content.ashford.edu/


Section 9.4: Confronting Disagreement is a section of Chapter 9 of the introductory course in logic textbook
that is employed in the PHI103 Informal Logic course offered at Ashford University. The link for this source will
take you to a PDF format of this chapter. Section 9.4 covers the philosophical principle of charity, which is a
principle that students in this course must employ in their analyses for discussions and assignments.


Zúñiga y Postigo, G. (2015). The moral good in three traditional ethical theories [PowerPoint Slides].
This PowerPoint document covers the main characteristics of utilitarianism, deontology, and virtue ethics, and
what is the moral good in each of these.


Articles


Collins, C., & Sokolowski, J. (2015, June 12). Supreme Court sides with EEOC in Abercrombie & Fitch hijab case [Blog
post]. Retrieved from http://www.laboremploymentlawblog.com/2015/06/articles/discrimination/supreme-court-sides-
with-eeoc-in-abercrombie-fitch-hijab-case/


This chronicles the Supreme Court’s reversal of judgment of the United States Court of Appeals for the Tenth
Circuit.
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Equal Employment Opportunity Commission v. Abercrombie & Fitch. 575 U. S. 1 (2015). Retrieved from
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http://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/14pdf/14-86_p86b.pdf
This is the Supreme Court’s decision on this case, delivered by Justice Scalia, and it includes the only
dissenting opinion by Justice Thomas.


Geller, P. (2015, June 2). Why would a devout Muslim want to work at Abercrombie and Fitch? Retrieved from
http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2015/06/02/why-would-a-devout-muslim-want-to-work-at-abercrombie-and-
fitch/


This article questions the reasons that a Muslim would have to seek employment at a company that has a look
policy that would appear to be unsuitable to Muslim values.
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Olson, W. (2015, June 1). EEOC v. Abercrombie: Headscarfs and judicial modesty. Retrieved from
http://www.cato.org/blog/eeoc-v-abercrombie-headscarfs-judicial-modesty


This article examines the shortcomings and risks of this Supreme Court decision.
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Religion in the workplace: Bias unveiled. (2015, June 3). The Economist. Retrieved from
http://www.economist.com/blogs/democracyinamerica/2015/06/religion-workplace


This article examines the complicated nature of the ruling, which is in sharp contrast with Justice Scalia’s
musings that this case was “really easy.”
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Zakrzewski, K. (2005). The prevalence of “look”ism in hiring decisions: How federal law shoud be amended to prevent
appearance discrimination in the workplace. U. Pa. Journal of Labor and Employment Law, 7(2), 431-461. Retrieved
from
https://www.law.upenn.edu/journals/jbl/articles/volume7/issue2/Zakrzewski7U.Pa.J.Lab.&Emp.L.431%282005%29.pdf


This article examines the role of appearance in hiring decisions.


Multimedia


Wall Street Journal. (2015, June 3). Supreme Court rules against Abercrombie & Fitch in head scarf case [Video file].
Retrieved from https://youtu.be/lhePN3HMHxI


This video covers the 8-1 ruling by The Supreme Court. Transcript
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